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Bottom fisheries: These are
generally for groundflsh species
such as rockfish, cod, and sole,

which are caught by bottom
trawling, the fishing practice of

dragging large nets weighted with
chains, rollers, or rock-hopper gear
across the seafloor. Trawling is the
fishing practice most destructive

of marine habitats.

regulatory agenci to generate these quota 
which ideall hould make fisheries susta.lnabl

and profitabl • ontributors to employment and.

through int marional trade. contributors to global
food ecurity.

This perc ptiOD 0 fisheries a local and
pedes-specific, manag d to directly benefit the

orma1 anal ses of long-t on global
marine fisheries prospects ha to be
performed because fish ri arch

focus on local, species-specific mana men!
apolation of present tr n impli

xpansion ofbottom fisheri inlo d per waters,

s rious impacl on biodiversity, and declining

global calch -lh last possibly aggrav31 d by
fu Icost iner as s. Examination offourscenarios,

cov ring various societal deve10pm nl hoi s,
sugg sts that th negative trends now b s tling
fisheri can be turned around, and Lh ir sup

porting ecosystems rebuilt. at least partly.

Fi hen are commonly p rc iv d a local
affair [quiring. in term of d ntifi inputs.

annual rea es ments of sped - pecific catch
quo . 0 t fi helies scientis ar ernpl0 ed b

Thi articl first appeared in Sc~tue (21

ov m r 2003: 01. 302. no. 5649) a "Th
FUM for Fisheries,- It has been r -, ed and

updal d for this edition.
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Caspian Sturgeon. Beluga, Russian, and stel·
late sturgeon are caught by Kazakh fisher·

men in the Ur.d River. possibly the last place
where belugas reproduce in the wild

Science, Vol. 309, no. 5742, 1806, 16 Stptembt.r 2005

SCIENCE IN IRAN: THE STURGEON'S LAST STAND
Richard Stone

RASHT. IRAN-In a cavernous hall packed with naval·

gray steel tanks, a precious commodity is being

enriched and multiplied. No, this is not a hitherto

undeclared uranium facility in Iran's nuclear program:

It's a breeding facility for Caspian sturgeons. Each tank

is filled with fish of various ages, from fingerlings, a

few centimeters long with crocodilian snouts, to

meter-long juveniles. Here at the International

Sturgeon Research Institute (ISRI) in the northern

town ofRasht, scientists are refining techniques for

rearing fingerlings that may give the ancient but

threatened species a better shot at surviving in the

open sea, "If something happened in the Caspian and

a wild population was lost, we could reconstitute it,"

says ISRI director Mohammad Pourkazemi.

ISRI may get a chance to test that claim:

Deteriorating spawning grounds and unbridled
poaching have reduced sturgeon stocks to a shadow

of what they were a generation ago. With disaster

looming, the two biggest fishing nations-Iran and

Russia-are sparring over how many sturgeon are left and how to divvy up a declining catch. Amid

the bickering, a new survey suggests that the sturgeon's free fall is continuing,

For most of the 20th century, Iran and the Soviet Union ran tight ships, at least on regulating

sturgeon fisheries. The situation unraveled in 1991 when four Caspian states-Azerbaijan,

Kazakhstan, Russia, and Turkmenistan-emerged from the Soviet collapse. Weak law enforcement

and poverty along the Volga and Ural rivers, the northern spawning areas, have enabled poachers to

take up to 10 times the legal catch, Despite the release of tens of millions of fingerlings each year,

Caspian nations in 2004 caught only 760 tons of sturgeon, the smallest figure in a century, down

from 26,600 tons in 1985.
Four Caspian sturgeon varieties- Russian, Persian, beluga, and stellate, or sevruga-supply

90 percent of the world's caviar. Afifth, the ship sturgeon, is so scarce that exporting its meat

or caviar has been banned since 2002. Almost half of this year's caviar quota-51 of 105 tons

is Persian sturgeon, which mostly keeps to Iranian waters, Iranian officials attribute its relative

robustness to government control of the caviar trade and zero tolerance for poaching.
But the Persian's rise has come at the expense of its kin, throwing the ecosystem off kilter,

asserts marine ecologist Arash Javanshir of the University ofTehran. Besides fishing restrictions,

he says, what's needed is a restoration program by the Caspian states that largets all sturgeon and

their spawning grounds and many other organisms as well.
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fishers themselves. is conducive 10 neither global

predictions nor the collaborative de'\ e10pment of

long-tenn scenarios_ Indttd, recent.accounts of

this l}""))e. uc.ept those of the United N.alions

Food and Agriculture DrganiZiillion (FAD) (I).

tend 10 be sdf<onscious and Lt)'ttt'd in irony (1

S), perh.aps .an .appropriate ~PODR to 19th
century notions of inexh.auslibility.

The past decade established that fisheries must

be vi~ as components of a global enterprise,

on its way to undermining its supporting ecosys

tem.s (6-11). These deo.·elopments occur againsl.a

backdrop of fishing industry lobbyists .arguing

that governments drop troublesome regulations

and «onomists assuming that free markets gen
erate inexhaustibility. The aquaculture sector offers

to fea:lthe world with fanned fish. while building

more coastal feedlots wherein carnivores such.as

salmon and tuna are fed with other fish (ll), the

aqu.atic equivalent of robbing Peter 10 pay Paul.

TIle time bas come to look at the future offish

eries through (i) identification and extrapolation

of fundamental trends and (ii) de'\-elopmenl and

explor.lltion (~;th or withoul computer simuLt·

lion) of possible futurts.

The fisheries reseuch community R!lied, for

broad·based an.a.1yse5. on .a da.ta set now shown

to be ~reIy biased (10). Firsl-orde:r correcbon

sugg«$ts that rather than increasing. as previ

ously reported. global fishenes bndings inste.ad

.are d«lining by about 500,000 metric tons prr

ye.ar from a peak of 80 to 85 million tons in the

latc 1980s. Because overfishing and habitat

degradation are likely 10 continue, extrapolation

may be considered (see below). This correction,

however, does not consider discarded bycatch to

beonly one componentofthe illegal. unreported.
or unr«orded (IUU) c.atches that recently

heame put of the inlern.ationaJ fisheries

rc-se.arch .agemb (IJ- J]).

Tht- geogr.aphic.and depth apansion of fish

eries is easier to extrapolate (Fi~ J). (}\-er the
past 50 yens. fisberies targeting benthic and

bentho-pebgic organisms have co\'ered the

shelves surrounding contin~nts and islands

down 10 200 m. with increasing inroads below
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Bycatch refers to species caught
in a fishery that is targeting another
species. Bycatch is often discarded
and is usually dead or dying by the
time it is returned to the sea.

The benthos is an aggregation
of organisms living on or at the
bottom of a body of water. Benthic
organisms include infauna-the
animals, and bacteria that live in
the sediment; epifauna-organ
isms that are attached to or live
on the hard-bottom or substrate
(for example, rocks or debris); and
demersals-the bottom-feeding
or bottom-dwelling fishes that
feed on the benthic infauna and
epifauna.

Pelagic refers to the water
columns of the ocean. The
pelagic environment supports
two types of marine organisms:
microscopic plants and tiny
animals that drift with the cur
rents and make up the plankton,
and the swimming nekton. The
latter consists mainly of fishes and
other vertebrates, such as turtles
and marine mammals (e.g., seals,
porpoises, and whales). Some
invertebrate groups (e.g., squids
and swimming crabs), contribute
to the nekton.
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FICURE 3. Fraction of the sea bottom and adjacent waters contributing to the world fish
eries from 1950 to 2000 (J8) and projected to 2050 by depth (logarithmic scale). Note the
strong reversal of trends required for 20 percent of the waters down to loo-m depth to be

protected from fishing by 2020.

I,OOO m, whereas fisheries targeting oceanic

tuna, billfishes, and their relatives covered the

world ocean by the early 1980s (9).
Extrapolating the bottom fisheries trends to

2050 is straightforward (Figure 3). With satellite
positioning and seafloor-imaging systems, we
will deplete deep slopes, canyons, seamounts,

and deep-ocean ridges oflocal accumulations of

judiciously renamed bottom fishes-for exam
ple, orange roughy (previously "slimeheads"),

Chilean seabass (usually IUU-caught Patagonian
toothfish), and hagfish (caught for their "eel

skins," and here predicted to become a delicacy

in trendy restaurants, freshly knotted and sauteed
in their own slime). The abyssal tripodfishes are

the only group that seems safe so far. Figure 3also
shows the radical trend change required to turn

20 percent of the shallowest 100 m of the world
ocean into marine reserves by 202o-that is,

returning to the I970S state.
Traditional xplanations of overfishing

emphasize the open-acces nature ofthe fisheries
"commons." However, overcapitalized fisheries

can continue to operate after they have depleted
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their resource base only through government
subsidies (1], 18). Moreover, industrial fisheries

depend upon cheap. seemingly superabundant
fossil fuels (19,20), as does agriculture. Thus, we

shall here venture a prediction counter to the

trends in Figure 3, based in part on the global oil
production trend in Figure 4A. If fuel energy

becomes increasingly scarce and expensive in the
next decades as we move beyond the peak of

global oil production, which is predicted to occur
shortly by a number of independent geologists

(21), then we should expect the least profitable of
the energy-intensive industrial fisheries to fold

(Figure 4B). This would mainly affect deep-sea
bottom trawling, which drives the trends in

Figure 3.
Any potential conservation benefits that might

arise a a result of rising crude oil prices could

be easily vitiated by increasing subsidies by short
sighted governments willing to accede to lobby

ing efforts from the fisheries sector. Barring e ca
lating subsidies, one effectofhigh fuel prices may

be to increase human consumption of small
pelagics (mackerels, herrings, sardines, or

Living Resources
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FIGURE 4. R en historical patterns and near-furore prediction of lobal oil production
and fi h tm (1900 to 2050). ( ) arious authors current! . predict lobal oil production
to dedin aft r -2010 (21). b ed on . King Hubbert' model of r rvoir d pletion. with

'or 1. medium. and tea based on different as urnp 'ons about di 0 ri of n .
oilfi I . (B) Global manne fisheries landings began to decre e in th lat 19 ° (JO).

The moothl dedmin trend eAtrapolates this to 2050 and al 0 ref] th potential freet
of future. eedin I . high fuel prices. The flat line-that j. ustainin pr n landin

ould r ult from implementing proactive componen of th ark ring Fir t and
Policy First cenario .

anchovi uch a . th P ruvian anchoveta), wluch

ar no mo tly turn d into fish meal for agri

cultur (to rai chick n and pi s) and increas

inglyaquacultur (22).

How v r, pr di tion are better embedded

into sc nario - t of oh r nl, pLausible sto

ries d ign d to addr ss ompl x questions about

an un rlain utur (2). Sc n rio analysis is

e p daILy important for th f1 h ri ector,

which, although maJ r provid offood and job

in man poor r ounm ,is'mall relative to the

e onom of ri r oun nd is thu wdown-

treamW rom mo t poH decisions.

lncompl m nttoth Mill nniumEco tern

A essm nt ( -27) 'e use the four cenario

developed b tll Unll allons Environment

Progr mm (2) to inve ngate the future of

mann fi h ri . F r ach nario, also sum·

rnariz r ul of r 'onal imulation models

explicitly accounting fo int r p cie feeding

interactions, within a r ng 0 osy t m type

and fisherie (29, )0).

SCENARIO r. M rk Fir t, h r market

considerations shap rwironmental policy. This

may imply tll gradu I Iimination of th sub i

dies fu LUng ov rfi hing (JJ). PUlling mark Is

fir tmayal oimplyUl uppr ionoflUUfish·

ing (including flag of cony ni n ). which dis
torts economi rationaJiI} in th am wa that

insider trading or fraudul nt accounting does.

arkets First. b overcoming ub idi . could

also lead to the d commi ioning of fuel

guzzling di tanto at r fl (pecially large

trawlers). and perh p I ad to a r ur nee of

mall·scale 0 d pI ring n r . ffi nt fixed
gears. Thi nario 110 for. pontaneo

erner n e of qua i-marin r (ilia i.
areas not e onomic.all fi habl , particularl
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FIG U RE 4. Recent historical patterns and near-future pre<liction of global oil production
and fish catches (1900 to 2050). (A)Various authors currently pre<lict global oil production
to decline after -2010 (21), based on M. King Hubbert's model of reservoir depletion, with
worst, me<lium, and best cases based on <lifferent assumptions about discoverie of new
oilfields. (8) Global marine fisheries landings began to decrease in the late 1980 (10).

The smoothly declining trend extrapolates this to 2°50 and also reflects the potential effect
of future, exceedingly b..igh fuel prices. The flat line-that is, ustaining present landings

would result from implementing proactive components of the Marketing Fir t and
Policy First scenarios.

anchovies such as the Pemvian anchoveta), wb..ich
are now mostly turned into fish meal for agri

cwture (to raise chickens and pigs) and increas
ingly aquaculture (22).

However, predictions are better embedded

into scenarios-sets of coherent, plausible sto·
ries designed to address complex questions about

an uncertain future (23)' Scenario analysis i
especially important for the fisheries sector,
which, although a major provider oHoad and jobs
in many poorer countries, is small relative to the
economy of richer countries and is thus "down
stream" from most policy decisions.

In complement to the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment (24- 27), we use the four scenarios
developed by the United Nations Environment
Programme (28) to investigate the fuhrre of
marine .fisheries. For each scenario, we also sum
marize reswts of regional simulation models

explicitly accounting for interspecies feeding
interactions, within a range of ecosystem types

and .fisheries (29. JO).
SCENARIO 1. Markets First. where market

considerations shape environmental policy. This
may imply the gradual elimination of the subsi

<lies fuelling overfishing (13)' Putting markets
fir t may also imply the uppression on UU fish
ing (including flags of convenience), which dis
torts economic rationality in the same way that

insider trading or fraudulent accounting does.
Markets First, by 0 ercoming subsidies, could

also lead to the decommissioning of fuel
guzzling <listant-water fleets (especially large
trawlers), and perhaps lead to a resurgence of
small-scale fleets deploying energy-efficient fixed
gears. This scenario allows for spontaneous

emergence of quasi-marine reserves {that is,
areas Dot economically fishable, particularly

World Fisheries 33



Industrial fisheries

depend upon cheap,

seemingly super

abundant fossil fuels,

as does agriculture.

offshore) and thus may reduce the impact offish

.ing on biodiversity. However, high-priced bluefin

tuna, groupers, and other taxa (including inver

tebrates) would remain under pressure.

When modeled, this scenario corresponds to
maximizing long-term fisheries "rent" (ex-vessel

values ofcatch m.inus fishing costs). This usually

leads to combinations offleets exerting about half

the present levels of effort, targeting profitable,

mostly small, resilient invertebrates and keeping

their predators (large fishes) depressed. Shrimp

trawlers presently operate in thi way, with

tremendous ecological impacts on bottom habi

tats (29-]1).

SCENARIO 2. Security First, where conflicts

and inequality lead to strong socioeconomic

boundaries between rich and poor. This scenario,

although implying some suppression of I UU

fishing, would continue "fishing down marine

food webs" (6), including those in the High

Arctic, and subsidizing rich countries' fleets to

their logical ends, including the collapse of tra

ditional fish stocks. This implies developing alter

native fisheries targeting jellyfish and other zoo
plankton (particularly kriU) for direct human

consumption and as feed for farmed fish. This

scenario, generally acc ntuating present ("south

to north") trading patterns, would largely elimi

nate fish from the markets of countries still

"developing" in 2050.

This scenario would also increase exports of

polluting technologies to poorer countries,

notably coastal aquaculture and/or fertilization of

the open sea. This would have negative effects on

the remaining marine fisheries in the host coun-

34

tries, through harmful algal blooms, diseases,

and invasive species.

We simulated this scenario through fleet

configurations maximizing long-term

gross returns to fisheries (i.e., ex-vessel

value of landings plus subsidies, without

accounting for fishing costs). The results are

increasing fishing effort, stagnating or declin

ing catches, and loss of ecosystem components:

a large impact on biodiversity.

SCENARIO 3. Policy First, where a range of

actions is undertakenby governments to balance

social equity and environmental concerns. This

is illustrated by the recent Pew Oceans Com

mission Report (pI, which for the United States

proposes a new D partm nt of the Ocean and

regional Ecosystem Councils, and a reform ofthe

Fi heries Management Councils, now run by

self-interested parties l33).
Similar regulatory reforms, coordinated be

tween countries, combined with marine reserve

networks, massive reduction of fishing effort

especially gears that destroy bottom habitat and

generate large bycatch (4) -and abatement of

coastal pollution may bring fisheries back from

the brink and reduce the danger ofextinction for

many species.

This scenario corresponds to simulations

where rent is maximized subject to biodiversity

constraints. We found no general pattern for the

fleet configurations favored under PoLicy First,

because the conceivable policies involve ethical

and esthetic values external to the fisheries sec

tor (for example, shutting down profitable fish

eries thal kill sea turtles or marine mammals).

SCENARIO 4. Sustainability First requires a

value system change to one that favors environ
mental sustainability. This scenario, which

implies governments' ratification of and adher

ence to international fisheries management

agreements and bottom-up governance of local

resources, would involve creating networks of

marine reserves and carefully monitoring and

rebuilding a number ofmajor stocks U5, ]6). This

is because high biomasses provide the best safe

guard against overestimates ofcatch quotas and

Living ResoHrces



environmental change (I)) lthe latter is not COY·

ered here but is likely to affect future fisheries).
We simulate this scenario by identifying the

fishing neet structure that maximizes the bio
mass of long.Ii,'ed organisms in the ecosystem.

This TeqUllU strongd~ 10 fishing efron.
typlally t0.10 to 30 percent ofcurrent Je..-e:ls. and

a redistnbubOn of~effort across trophic

levt:ls. from large top predators to small Prq'

species.

"I'heM' scenarios describe what might happen.
not what will come to pus. Still. they can be used
to consider what we 14'3nt for our future. We ha'·e

noted. how~-e:r. iliat many of the fisheries we
investigated-forexample. in the North Atlantic

(18.)6) or the Gulfofihaibnd lJo. JI)-presmtly
optimize nothing of bene6t to society: not rent

ItaXOIble through auctions lJ7lI. and not eve:n
gross catches (and hence long-tenn food and
employment security). It is doubtful that lhey14iI1
be around in .1050.
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